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The locations ( church, hospital, jail....) and all the scripted stuff that will happen there is really well done. But traveling between
those locations: thats where the pain starts. Hanwell is just a dull town. it feels incomplete. You cant enter any other building
than just the main locations. The fog is poorly made. enemies dont really feel that much threatening. Im enjoying this game just
because Im sucker for open world walking simulators. But if you dont like that kind of games, then there is nothing for you.
Rather go for Counsel of Hanwell, which is just focused on the main locations without the traveling between.. I've only played
an hour so far but i can already see how this game is definitely very good.
Controls are spot on, the art design is great and the level design is interesting enough, incorporating a lot of verticality along with
the usual horizontal scrolling.
If you're a fan of Mega Man or similar games, you're definitely gonna like it!. This is a rather simple game. Build your resources
up, add some buildings (suggest starting with either the governor\u2019s building or the tax collector), recruit some soldiers
(make sure you have the income to do so), and start taking over the map. At a certain point, you should have more money
coming in than you can spend, and you can just steamroll the map. Do note: you only have the one army.

Which brings me to the fact that the units on the map (other than you) don\u2019t seem to build up. Nor do they move.
Supposedly, this has something to do with the AI chosen. Still, it is relatively easy. As for getting all the achievements\u2026
make sure to read their requirements\u2026 (And even then\u2026 the Korean one either misidentified one of the targets, or
simply forgot that you need to take out the Han, too.)

Decent game.. when there is only one server available in the list, and I tried to join it, "can't join because the game is in
progress" ....... So, if you don't have friends that are going to play the same game with you.. just don't buy it... I hope for
Updates. Great story, suprisingly imaginative use of RPG maker, and just the right amount of creepiness to make the puzzles
enjoyable whilst keeping the atmosphere intense, but not over the top. I'm really emjoying it!

BTY - I got a framerate slowdown issue - This is resolvable by pressing the Alt and Enter keys together.. I had more fun looking
at rocks than playing this game.. nice physics, try this game out!. difficult but fun to play. Played on stream, with Crankage in
chat. I have to admit though the game is short the jokes are snappy and hilarious. I found myself laughing way more than
expected, and even got caught in my own joke about Japan. If you need a quick 20-30min game buy the bundles. I cant wait for
Deported 3.
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An uglier version of a gun that's infamously weak amongst the RER Raid mode elites. Not worth money and even if it was good
it's 99 cents for something that shouldn't be DLC.. Black tangrams that overlap to create white space.

Pretty straightforward in concept. Arrange the provided shapes in such a way that your result matches the target shape. Your
workspace includes a dotted grid so you can have a sense of scale.

Some minor visual gripes:

Over time, the frequently "used" background dots seem to wear away.

Sometimes the overlaps appear to be slightly off and you see trace outlines of what should be invisible.

Neither of these is game-breaking, as they don't prevent correct solutions from registering, and there's sort of a snap-to-grid
function at a very fine scale.

Larger gripe: The game doesn't let you know that you've solved the final puzzle (although it does properly award the
achievement). Even with a correct solution, there is no congratulation, no roll-credits, no jump menu back to beginning. It just
stays on puzzle 66 and you think you got something wrong. I retried 3 or 4 times before I realized I had already been given the
achievement.

I tore through this game in a sitting, and if you're a fan of this type of geometric puzzle, you'll probably tear through it quickly
as well. I hope that this game will either see the addition of more puzzles or a more substantial sequel.

Parallelogram / 10. If you're into Braid-like time-puzzles that are way harder, this is your game!

Really clever and often difficult puzzles! Starts easy and ramps up in difficulity.

Recommended!. 100% in all hero of the kingdom games. i just love them. This is an ancient point and click adventure game
with some FMV. It's really dated far too much, the low res graphics look quite poor. It's certainly not worth $8.50 today. The
game is just too clunky to be enjoyable by todays standards.. Awsome game. Cute graphics, great voice acting, fun puzzles.
Only negativ is thats it really short. about 1.5 hours
Recommended. I'm not sure if my opinion would b reliable considering that I only got into point-and -click adventure games
much later than the majority of sierra and lucasarts enthusiasts but man, I really really love this game! Sierra is pretty well-
known for their moon logic puzzles like those in the king's quest games which is why I was surprised to find that the puzzles in
this game had a lot of thought put into them and that there were hints for every single puzzle though some may be subtle (not
that I don't like king's quest but man, some of their puzzles are just so unpredictable that u can get into an unwinnable state if u
miss sone minor detail. This game is much more lenient in my opinion but still challenging in the right ways). I got a sense of
satifaction from uncovering the mystery alongside solving the puzzles akin to that of playing the ace attorney trilogy (not a big
fan of the 2nd tho =p) and the characters are just so lovable.

Even the protagonist is shown to have obvious flaws in his personailty but I find certain traits of his charming and he sorta
changes over the course of the whole story to become a better person. The lore behind voodooism and the way they portrayed
New Orleans were also very intriguing aspects of the game. I can't stress how much enjoyment I got out of this game and is
officially one of my favourite point-and-click games of all time (next to grim fandango). Definitely go play it if you're into the
mystery or thriller genre XD. this looks like a game i might never play again. the controls are hard to understand. it lags for me
everytime i am near a giant group. the visuals dont look that good.
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